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Opsin 4 (Opn4)/melanopsin-expressing intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) play a major role in non-image-
forming visual system. Although advances have been made in understanding their morphological features and functions, the molecular
mechanisms that regulate their formation and survival remain unknown. Previously, we found that mouse T-box brain 2 (Tbr2) (also
known as Eomes), a T-box-containing transcription factor, was expressed in a subset of newborn RGCs, suggesting that it is involved in
the formation of specific RGC subtypes. In this in vivo study, we used complex mouse genetics, single-cell dye tracing, and behavioral
analyses to determine whether Tbr2 regulates ipRGC formation and survival. Our results show the following: (1) Opn4 is expressed
exclusively in Tbr2-positive RGCs; (2) no ipRGCs are detected when Tbr2 is genetically ablated before RGC specification; and (3) most
ipRGCs are eliminated when Tbr2 is deleted in established ipRGCs. The few remaining ipRGCs display abnormal dendritic morphological
features and functions. In addition, some Tbr2-expressing RGCs can activate Opn4 expression on the loss of native ipRGCs, suggesting
that Tbr2-expressing RGCs may serve as a reservoir of ipRGCs to regulate the number of ipRGCs and the expression levels of Opn4.
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Introduction
Retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) are the sole output neurons of the
retina and convey distinct features of visual information to spe-
cific nuclei in the brain (Masland, 2012). In the mouse retina,

�20 types of RGCs have been described on the basis of their
distinct morphological features (Rockhill et al., 2002; Coombs et
al., 2007; Völgyi et al., 2009). Each RGC subtype is postulated to
have a unique genetic makeup, and the establishment of diverse
RGC subtypes is likely controlled by distinct combinatorial tran-
scriptional cohorts. Nevertheless, the molecular mechanisms that
lead to such diversity remain essentially unknown.

Among these diverse types of RGCs, opsin 4 (Opn4)/melanopsin-
expressing intrinsically photosensitive RGCs (ipRGCs) are the only
cells with comprehensively characterized morphological fea-
tures, anatomical targets, and physiological functions (Provencio
et al., 1998a,b; Hattar et al., 2006; Do et al., 2009; Schmidt and
Kofuji, 2009; Berson et al., 2010; Ecker et al., 2010; Xue et al.,
2011; Estevez et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2013). Their primary task is to
control non-image-forming visual functions, including pupillary
light reflex (PLR) and circadian photo-entrainment (Provencio
et al., 2000; Lucas et al., 2001; Berson et al., 2002; Hattar et al.,
2002; Panda et al., 2002; Provencio et al., 2002). Attempts to
address the functions of the RGC transcriptional regulators POU
class 4 homeobox 2 (Pou4f2; also known as Brn3b) and Islet 1
(Isl1) in ipRGCs prompted more questions regarding the molec-
ular mechanism of ipRGC formation (Chen et al., 2011; Shi et al.,
2013). Pou4f2 and Isl1 are activated in all RGCs during the early
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phase of RGC development [approximately embryonic day 12
(E12); Gan et al., 1999; Mu et al., 2008], which is much earlier
than the onset of ipRGCs (approximately E15; McNeill et al.,
2011). Throughout retinal development, they are not associated

with a specific RGC type (Gan et al., 1999; Mu et al., 2008).
Genetically deleting either of them caused a drastic loss of total
RGCs, including, but not specific to, ipRGCs (Gan et al., 1999;
Lin et al., 2004; Mu et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2013), suggesting the

Figure 1. All ipRGCs express Tbr2. A1–G2, Confocal images of Opn4Tau–LacZ/� retinas labeled with Tbr2 (green) and LacZ (red). A–E, Flat-mounted Opn4Tau–LacZ/� retinas at E15 (A1–A3), P0
(B1–B3), P5 (C), P15 (D), and P60 (E). F1–F3, Cryosections of Opn4Tau–LacZ/� retinas at P30 that show rare displaced LacZ � ipRGCs in the inner nuclear layer are also Tbr2 �. G, Dorsal (G1) and
ventral (G2) quadrants of flat-mounted Opn4Tau–LacZ/�:Brn3b�/� retinas at P30 show more Tbr2 � cells in the ventral quadrant. H1–H3, Flat-mounted Opn4Cre/Cre:Z/EG retinas at P30, labeled with
anti-Tbr2 and anti-GFP antibodies, show confinement of GFP � cells in the Tbr2 � cells. INL, Inner nuclear layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer. Scale bars are presented in the last image of each series. In
all panels, blue is DAPI-labeled nuclei.
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presence of other downstream factors that are more specific for
ipRGC formation.

We observed previously that T-box brain 2 (Tbr2; also known
as Eomes), a T-box-containing transcription factor, was ex-
pressed in a subset of newborn RGCs starting at E14.5, shortly
preceding the onset of Opn4 expression. Most importantly, Tbr2
has been shown to be a common downstream factor of Pou4f2
and Isl1 (Mao et al., 2008; Mu et al., 2008). Single-cell transcrip-
tome analysis also found that Tbr2 was enriched in ipRGCs (Sieg-
ert et al., 2012). Here, we used the rich resource of genetically
modified mice in Opn4 and Tbr2 loci to address the molecular
mechanisms regulating ipRGC formation and sustaining their
survival by Tbr2. Our results demonstrate the following: (1) no
ipRGCs are detected when Tbr2 is genetically ablated before RGC
specification; (2) most ipRGCs are eliminated when Tbr2 is de-

leted in established ipRGCs; and (3) addi-
tional ipRGCs are produced from Tbr2-
expressing (Tbr2�) RGCs on the loss of
native ipRGCs.

Materials and Methods
Animal models. The generation and genotyping
of the mouse lines used in this study were de-
scribed previously [Tbr2flox, Mao et al., 2008; SIX
homeobox 3 (Six3)–Cre, Furuta et al., 2000;
Opn4Tau–LacZ, Hattar et al., 2002; Opn4Cre:Z/EG,
Ecker et al., 2010; and Brn3b�/�, Wang et al.,
2000]. All mice were maintained in a mixed
BL/6:129SvJ background. Both male and fe-
male mice were used in this study, and no dif-
ferences were observed according to sex. All
animal procedures followed the U.S. Public
Health Service Policy on the Humane Care and
Use of Laboratory Animals. The use of animals
was approved by the local Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee and the Animal Wel-
fare Committee at the University of Texas
Health Science Center at Houston.

Immunohistochemical analysis. We used
Opn4 reporter mice to conduct Tbr2 and Opn4
colabeling analyses because the available anti-
bodies against Tbr2 and Opn4 were both de-
rived from rabbits. Embryos and embryonic or
adult eyes were fixed, cryoembedded, and sec-
tioned into 12–20 �m slices for immunofluo-
rescent staining, as described by Mao et al.
(2008). Retinal sections or whole retinas were
placed in a 300 W microwave oven in 10 mM

sodium citrate for 18 min to expose the antigen
epitopes. Microwave-treated sections or whole
retinas were then incubated with the following
primary antibodies: rabbit anti-Tbr2/Eomes
(1:1000 dilution; catalog #AB23345; Abcam),
chicken anti-�-galactosidase (1:2000 dilution;
catalog #9361; Abcam), chicken anti-green flu-
orescent protein (GFP; 1:600 dilution; catalog
#A10262; Life Technologies), and rabbit anti-
melanopsin/Opn4 (1:1000 dilution; catalog
#N39; Advanced Targeting Systems). Alexa
Fluor-conjugated secondary antibodies were
obtained from Life Technologies (1:600 dilu-
tion). DAPI (1.5 �g/ml; Vector Laboratories)
was used to stain the nuclei. Images were ac-
quired on a Zeiss 510 confocal laser scanning
microscope (Carl Zeiss) and exported as .TIFF
files into Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems).
Cell counting was conducted using the cell
counter plugin of NIH ImageJ. All animals

used in the immunohistochemical comparisons were littermates.
Morphological analysis of ipRGCs. Mice were killed by cervical disloca-

tion. Retinas were quickly isolated from sclera, mounted flat on black
membrane filter paper, and perfused with oxygenated Ames medium
(Sigma-Aldrich) in a recording chamber. The glass microelectrodes were
pulled with a Brown-Flaming horizontal micropipette puller (Sutter In-
struments), tip-filled with a mixture of 1% Lucifer yellow-CH (Life
Technologies) and 3.5% Neurobiotin (NBT; Vector Laboratories), and
backfilled with 3 M LiCl. The GFP � ipRGCs were viewed with an epiflu-
orescence microscope with a 40� water-immersion objective and ran-
domly targeted. Cell penetration was verified within the first minute by
iontophoresis of Lucifer yellow with negative current (�1 nA at 3 Hz).
NBT was then injected into cells with positive current (�1 nA at 3 Hz) for
10 –12 min. Tissue was fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M

phosphate buffer for 1 h at ambient temperature. Dye-filled cells were

Figure 2. Tbr2 is essential for the formation of ipRGCs. Confocal images of P15 control and Tbr2-deficient retinal flat mounts (A,
B) and cryosections at the peripheral region (C, D) that show Tbr2 and LacZ (reporting Opn4 ) labeling. A1, A2, C, The control
Tbr2flox/�:Opn4Tau–LacZ/� retinas show normal distribution of Tbr2 � and LacZ � cells. A1 shows only the red channel from A2. B1,
B2, D, The mutant Six3–Cre:Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Tau–LacZ/� retinas show the absence of Tbr2 � and LacZ � cells in the central retina.
Only a few LacZ � cells can be found in the periphery. All remaining LacZ � cells are also positive for Tbr2, indicating that Tbr2 is not
removed by Cre in these cells. B1 shows only the red channel from B2.
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visualized by incubating with Alexa Fluor 488-
conjugated streptavidin (1:1000 dilution; Life
Technologies) at 4°C overnight. The injected
retinal tissue was immunostained with anti-
GFP antibody to confirm the correct cell tar-
geting and colabeled with anti-Opn4 antibody
to distinguish the M2, M4, and M5 ipRGC sub-
types on the basis of their distinct Opn4 expres-
sion levels. A goat polyclonal antibody for
choline acetyltransferase (ChAT; 1:100 dilu-
tion; Millipore) was used to indicate the depth
of dendritic stratification of the injected cells.

PLR analysis. Mice aged 3– 6 months were
dark adapted for �30 min, gently restrained by
hand, and exposed to infrared light (� � 650
nm). Under infrared illumination, a single eye
was illuminated with white light, starting from
the dimmest intensity [�7 log unattenuated
light density (Io)] to the brightest (0 log Io), in
30 s, 1 log unit incremental steps. Io at the level
of the mouse eye was 15 mW/cm 2 and was
measured at the end of each experiment (IL-
1700 radiometer; International Light). A series
of pictures of the illuminated eye was captured
with a digital camera at the end of the 30 s period, from which the
percentage of pupil constriction was determined. The light source was a
150 W xenon arc lamp attenuated through neutral density filters
(Lambda 10-3 and 10-2B; Sutter Instruments). To estimate the maxi-
mum pupil constriction, data were fitted to a sigmoidal dose–response
curve with the lower asymptote fixed to y � 0 using OriginLab 8.5
software.

Wheel-running activity. Mice aged 3– 6 months were individually
housed in wheel-running cages (Columbus Instruments). Wheel-
running activity was constantly recorded and binned in 2 min. Mice were
kept in each of the different light/dark cycling conditions for 10 –25
cycles. During the light phase, mice were exposed to �650 lux of fluorescent
white light. Data analysis was performed using NIH ImageJ software with the
ActogramJ plug-in (Schmid et al., 2011) and the X2 periodogram.

X-gal staining of the brain. To visualize the expression of �-galactosidase
(LacZ) from the Opn4Tau–LacZ allele, mice were anesthetized by intraperi-
toneal injection of tribromoethanol (0.2 ml/g) and arterially perfused for
20 min with 30 ml of cold 4% PFA in PBS, pH 7.3. Their brains were
removed, cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in PBS, pH 7.3, overnight, and
sliced coronally into 50 �m sections. For X-gal staining, brain sections
were washed twice for 10 min in wash buffer (100 mM phosphate buffer at
pH 7.3, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.01% deoxycholate, and 0.02% Nonidet P-40),
and incubated in staining solution (5 mM potassium ferricyanide, 5 mM

potassium ferrocyanide, and 1 mg/ml X-gal in wash buffer) at ambient
temperature in a light-tight chamber overnight.

RGC axon tracing. Two microliters of cholera toxin subunit B (CTB)
conjugated with Alexa Fluor-555 (1 mg/ml; Invitrogen) was injected into
the vitreous of the right eye using a 35 gauge NanoFil system (World
Precision Instruments) to trace the RGC axons in the suprachiasmatic
nuclei (SCNs). One day after CTB injection, animals were anesthetized
and killed with perfusion using 4% PFA. Whole brains were dissected and
postfixed with 4% PFA. Cryopreserved brains were sectioned into con-
secutive 100 �m coronal sections for additional processing.

Results
Expression of Tbr2 and Opn4 in developing and mature
mouse retinas suggests a stringent epistatic relationship
between Tbr2 and Opn4/ipRGCs
To demonstrate the link between ipRGCs and Tbr2, we first stud-
ied the spatiotemporal relationship between Tbr2 and Opn4 dur-
ing retinal development using retinas from Opn4Tau–LacZ/� mice
(Hattar et al., 2002). Consistent with the findings of a previous
report (McNeill et al., 2011), a few Opn4Tau–LacZ/� RGCs were
readily detectable at E15 (Fig. 1A1), and all Opn4Tau–LacZ-

expressing cells were found in Tbr2� RGCs (Fig. 1A1–A3, arrow-
heads; six retinas and �100 LacZ� RGCs examined). At
postnatal day 0 (P0), when the number of ipRGCs peaked, Tbr2
was found in every LacZ� cell (Fig. 1B1–B3, arrowheads; six
retinas and �1000 LacZ� RGCs examined). As the retinas ma-
tured from P5 to P60, Opn4Tau–LacZ expression was consistently
restricted to Tbr2� RGCs (Fig. 1C--E). A limited number of
displaced ipRGCs was reported in the inner nuclear layer (Hattar
et al., 2002); we found that these displaced ipRGCs also expressed
Tbr2 (Fig. 1F1–F3). Without exception, Opn4 expression was
restricted to Tbr2� RGCs at all stages examined.

The tight association between Opn4 and Tbr2 expression was
further substantiated in a Brn3b-deficient retina that had a
reduced number of RGCs and a skewed ipRGC distribution pat-
tern. Brn3b is a key regulator of RGC differentiation. In Brn3b�/�

retinas, �80% of RGC precursors die or trans-differentiate into
other cell types during development, and the remaining 20%
develop evenly across the retina (Gan et al., 1999; Lin et al., 2004;
Qiu et al., 2008). However, Opn4� cells are concentrated at the
ventral retina (Lin et al., 2004). We reasoned that any key tran-
scription factors involved in regulating the formation of ipRGCs
would likely present a similarly distorted expression pattern in
the Brn3b�/� retina. Indeed, Tbr2� cells were distributed in a
dorsal-low and ventral-high pattern in Brn3b�/�:Opn4Tau–LacZ/�

retinas (Fig. 1G1,G2), in which every remaining ipRGC was Tbr2�

(Fig. 1G1,G2).
Of the five known subtypes (M1–M5) of ipRGCs (Schmidt

and Kofuji, 2009; Ecker et al., 2010; Schmidt et al., 2011b; Hu et
al., 2013), the Opn4Tau–LacZ mice, which were used to collect the
data shown in Figure 1, mainly reported that the M1 subtype
dominated expression (Hattar et al., 2002; Schmidt et al., 2011a).
To determine whether non-M1 ipRGCs also expressed Tbr2, we
examined retinas from Opn4Cre/Cre:Z/EG mice, in which the GFP
signal reports all known ipRGC subtypes (Ecker et al., 2010;
Schmidt et al., 2011a). We found that all ipRGCs were Tbr2�, but
not all Tbr2� cells were ipRGCs (number of GFP�/number of
Tbr2� � 21.1 � 4.6%, n � 4) (Fig. 1H1–H3). Some GFP�

ipRGCs with significantly larger soma, known as the M4 subtype
(Ecker et al., 2010; Estevez et al., 2012), were untraceable in
Opn4Tau–LacZ/� retinas because of their low Opn4 levels (Ecker et
al., 2010; Schmidt et al., 2011a). Correspondingly, these cells had

Figure 3. Tbr2 is essential for the formation of M1–M3 ipRGCs. Confocal images of control Tbr2flox/� (A) and mutant Six3–Cre:
Tbr2flox/flox (B) flat-mounted retinas, immunolabeled with anti-melanopsin/Opn4 antibody at P30. The central retina in B shows no
Opn4 � cells, which is consistent with the presence of the LacZ reporter in the Six3–Cre:Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Tau–LacZ/� retina shown in
Figure 2. OD: Optic disc.
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lower levels of Tbr2 (Fig. 1H1–H3, arrowheads). Therefore, ex-
pression levels of Opn4 were also correlated with expression levels
of Tbr2 in ipRGCs. These results are consistent with those of a
previous transcript-profiling study that showed enrichment of
Tbr2 in ipRGCs (Siegert et al., 2012). Our data show that all
ipRGCs expressed Tbr2, indicating that a stringent epistatic rela-
tionship exists between Tbr2 and Opn4 and suggesting that Tbr2
plays a significant role in regulating ipRGCs.

Tbr2 is essential for the formation of ipRGCs
To determine whether Tbr2 is involved in the formation of
ipRGCs, we deleted Tbr2 specifically in the retinal primordia be-
fore RGC specification by crossing Six3–Cre:Tbr2flox/flox:
Opn4Tau–LacZ/� and Tbr2flox/� mice. The distribution of ipRGCs,
as indicated by Opn4Tau–LacZ expression, in Tbr2-deficient retinas
(Six3–Cre:Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Tau–LacZ/�) was compared with that in
control littermate retinas (Tbr2flox/�:Opn4Tau–LacZ/�). Six3–Cre
functions effectively in the central region of retinal primordium
before neuronal formation (Furuta et al., 2000), thereby causing
a near complete deletion of the Tbr2flox/flox allele in the central
retina. Although Tbr2 and Opn4 were expressed evenly through-
out the control retinas (Fig. 2A1,A2), their expression disap-
peared concurrently in the central region of Six3–Cre:Tbr2flox/flox:
Opn4Tau–LacZ/� retinas (Fig. 2B1,B2). In the peripheral region of
Six3–Cre:Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Tau–LacZ/� retinas, in which Six3–Cre
was less effective (Furuta et al., 2000), some Opn4Tau–LacZ ipRGCs
remained and expressed Tbr2 (Fig. 2C,D), indicating that Six3–
Cre was not functional in these cells.

Because the Opn4Tau–LacZ line primarily reports the M1
ipRGC subtype (Hattar et al., 2002; Schmidt et al., 2011a), we also
used anti-Opn4 antibody to determine whether the formation of

M1–M3 ipRGC subtypes was affected in Six3–Cre:Tbr2flox/flox ret-
inas by immunostaining. We found that Opn4 expression was
completely absent in the central region of the Six3–Cre:Tbr2flox/flox

retina (Fig. 3A,B). These results indicate that Tbr2 is required for
the formation of at least the M1–M3 subtypes of ipRGCs. How-
ever, we could not directly determine whether Tbr2 is required
for the formation of M4 and M5 subtypes because these ipRGC
subtypes have subdetectable levels of Opn4 and can only be visu-
alized in the Opn4Cre:Z/EG line (Ecker et al., 2010; Schmidt et al.,
2011a). Currently, the best known reporter line that can reveal
M4 and M5 is Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG, in which activation of enhanced
GFP (eGFP) reporter relies on the activity of the Opn4 promoter
(i.e., ipRGCs have to be specified and Opn4 has to be activated
before cells can be detected). Therefore, this specific Opn4 re-
porter line cannot be used to test ipRGC formation.

Tbr2 is essential for maintaining the survival and dendritic
integrity of ipRGCs
To determine whether Tbr2 is required for maintaining ipRGCs,
we generated a Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG line for simultane-
ously deleting the Tbr2flox allele and activating GFP by Opn4Cre in
newly formed ipRGCs. Our results revealed that �90% of
ipRGCs had disappeared in Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG retinas at
P5 (307.3 � 45.8 GFP� ipRGCs, n � 3, compared with 3239 �
170 GFP� ipRGCs in Tbr2flox/�:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG control retinas,
n � 3; Fig. 4A,B). The few remaining GFP� ipRGCs were nega-
tive for Tbr2 (Fig. 4C,D), indicating that Opn4-driven Cre effec-
tively removed the Tbr2flox/flox allele and activated the Z/EG allele
in ipRGC development. The GFP-marked dendritic structures
and cell bodies of the residual Tbr2�/� ipRGCs appeared to be
less organized and more diffuse than did those in the control

Figure 4. Tbr2 is essential for the maintenance of ipRGCs. A–J, Confocal images of Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG (A, C, E, G, I ) and Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG (B, D, F, H, J ) retinas at P5 (A–F ), P35 (G, H ), and
7 months (I, J ) that were labeled for GFP only (A, B, E–J ) or GFP and Tbr2 (C, D). C–F, Representative images show normal GFP signal in the control Opn4 Cre/�:Z/EG ipRGCs (C, E) and diffused
abnormal GFP signal in Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG cells (D, F ).
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retinas (compare the arrowheads in Fig.
4C,D and E,F), suggesting that the resid-
ual cells were unhealthy and dying.

Consistent with these findings, we ob-
served additional ipRGC reduction at a
later stage. More than 93% of ipRGCs
were missing in the Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:
Z/EG retinas at P35 (142.7 � 7.8 GFP�

ipRGCs, n � 3, compared with 2028.7 �
48.1 GFP� ipRGCs, n � 3; Fig. 4G,H).
This difference remained stable at 7
months of age (144 � 9 GFP� ipRGCs,
n � 3, compared with 2677 � 55 GFP�

ipRGCs, n � 3; Fig. 4 I, J). The small num-
ber of surviving ipRGCs raised the possi-
bility that Tbr2 is not required for the
survival of specific ipRGC subtypes. To
determine whether these residual GFP�

cells belong to any specific ipRGC sub-
types, we injected NBT tracer into the
control and mutant GFP � cells and
systematically compared their morpho-
logical characteristics, an indicator of
ipRGC subtype. In total, 52 cells from 10
control retinas (Tbr2flox/�:Opn4Cre/�:
Z/EG at P21–P28) and 71 cells from 14
mutant retinas (Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:
Z/EG at P21–p28) were dye filled and
imaged for analyses. On the basis of
dendritic morphological features, strat-
ifications, and Opn4 expression, we
were able to detect five subtypes of
ipRGCs [11 M1 (21.1%), 20 M2
(38.5%), 10 M3 (19.2%), 7 M4 (13.5%),
and 4 M5 (7.7%) cells] from control ret-
inas with similar features, as described
previously (Schmidt and Kofuji, 2009;
Ecker et al., 2010; Schmidt et al.,
2011a,b; Hu et al., 2013). Among the 71
NBT-filled mutant GFP � cells, two
(2.8%) had M1-like OFF-lamina den-
dritic stratification, but their dendrites
had less extensive ramifications and
smaller dendritic fields (Fig. 5B, 125
�m) than did the wild-type (WT) M1
(Fig. 5A, 281 �m). Thirty-five (49.3%)
mutant cells displayed ON-lamina den-
dritic stratifications. These cells con-
tained at least two subtypes on the basis
of their nuclear sizes, M4 (�14 �m)
plus M2 or M5 (9.7 � 1.4 �m). We
could not further distinguish M2 and M5
because of the lack of Opn4 expression for
verification and the nonstandard den-
dritic diameter (average diameter, 290
�m for mutant ON cells vs 266 �m for
M2, 314 �m for M4, and 158 �m for M5;
Fig. 5C,D). Thirty-four (47.9%) mutant
cells had bistratified M3-like morpholog-
ical features, but their dendritic ramifica-
tions in ON and OFF laminas appeared
uneven (Fig. 5E,F). In addition, their
dendritic processes often traveled from

Figure 5. Tbr2 is required for the normal dendritic morphological features of ipRGCs. A–F, Representative confocal images show the
morphological features of NBT-injected GFP � cells in Tbr2flox/�:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG control (A, C, E) and Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG mutant
(B, D, F ) retinas. A, A representative M1 cell shows sparse dendrites in a whole-mount control retina. The side view revealed its single
stratification (green) distal to the OFF cholinergic (ChAT �) band (red). C, A representative M2 cell displayed more complex
dendritic branches proximal to the ON cholinergic band. E, A representative M3 cell had bistratified dendritic arbors ramifying at
both the OFF and ON sublayers. In the mutant retinas, immunostaining for Opn4 was negative in all GFP � cells. Therefore,
dye-filled cells could only be categorized on the basis of their dendritic stratifications. B, A representative M1-like mutant cell
extended its dendrites solely to the OFF sublayer. It had a smaller dendritic field and fewer branches than did the M1 cell in the
control retina. D, A representative ON-layer-stratified mutant cell that may be M2 or M4. Although the major stratification is at the
ON layer, minor runoffs can be found in the OFF layer. Thirty-five dye-filled cells (49.3%) ramified to the ON layer. Half of them
displayed a small number of dendritic arbors extending to the OFF layer, as shown in the side view. The other half was relatively
normal. F, An M3-like bistratified mutant cell. The side view shows less organized stratification. NBT, White in top view, green in
side view; ChAT, red; GCL, ganglion cell layer; INL, inner nuclear layer.
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one sublamina into another to form small loose-end branches
(Fig. 5D,F, arrowheads). These data suggest that the residual
ipRGCs did not belong to a specific subtype; they also exhibited
apparent abnormalities in the absence of Tbr2. Together, our data

demonstrate that Tbr2 is essential for the maintenance and matura-
tion of the dendritic structures of ipRGCs. Our data also suggest that
Tbr2 is not merely required for the expression of Opn4 but also for
the formation and survival of ipRGCs.

Figure 6. Tbr2 is necessary for normal light entrainment and masking. A–D, Representative double-plotted profiles of wheel-running activity of a WT control (Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4�/�), a
Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/� mutant, and two Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Cre mutant mice, obtained under a 12L/12D cycle (A, B), including after a 4 h phase shift (jetlag paradigm; B), D/D (C), and a 4L/4D
ultradian cycle (D). Of five Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Cre mice, three showed photo-entrainment to the 12L/12D cycle (entrained to light/dark), and two were unable to photo-entrain (not entrained to
light/dark). Mice from all genotypes were able to run freely under D/D conditions. E, Average period lengths of the wheel activity rhythm under 12L/12D and D/D conditions. A two-way ANOVA
revealed significant differences between the genotypes (F(3,22) � 4.59, p 	 0.01) but not between lighting cycles (F(1,22) � 4.38, p � 0.054) or genotype � lighting cycles (F(3,22) � 1.42, p �
0.28). The genotypes under 12L/12D and D/D were compared using one-way ANOVA, followed by a Tukey’s post hoc test (*p 	 0.05, compared with WT). A comparison between the two lighting
cycles within a genotype was performed using Student’s t test ( ###p 	 0.001). F, G, Percentage activity in the dark under 12L/12D (F ) and 4L/4D (G) cycles. Data were collected from six WT, four
Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�, and five Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Cre mice. A comparison between WT and combined Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/� and Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Cre animals was performed using Student’s t test
( #p 	 0.05, ##p 	 0.01). Comparisons among the four groups of animals were performed using one-way ANOVA, followed by a Tukey’s post hoc test (*p 	 0.05, ***p 	 0.001, compared to WT).
Error bars represent SEM. Shaded areas indicate periods of darkness. Arrows indicate the direction of the 4 h phase shift.
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The remaining ipRGCs in Tbr2flox/flox:
Opn4Cre/� mice are sufficient to drive
light entrainment and masking and the
PLR
To determine the extent to which the resid-
ual ipRGCs contribute to non-image-
forming visual functions, we conducted
circadian photo-entrainment and PLR
analyses on Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/� mice at
the 3–6 months of age. WT and Tbr2flox/flox:
Opn4Cre/Cre mice were also included, as pos-
itive and negative controls, respectively.

In the free wheel-running assay under
four distinct conditions of the light/dark
cycle, including the 12 h light/dark (12L/
12D) cycle (Fig. 6A), a 4 h phase advance
shifting (jetlag; Fig. 6B), a dark/dark
(D/D) cycle (Fig. 6C), and a 4 h light/dark
(4L/4D) ultradian cycle (Fig. 6D), we
found that mice from all genotypes
showed daily (Fig. 6A,B) and circadian
(Fig. 6C) organization of their locomotor
activity rhythm. We found small but sig-
nificant differences between WT and
Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/� animals. For exam-
ple, contrary to the WT controls, the
endogenous period of the locomotor activity rhythm of the
Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/� animals recorded in a D/D cycle was not
significantly different from that recorded in a 12L/12D cycle (Fig.
6C,E). In addition, mice lacking Tbr2 in ipRGCs had a higher
percentage of daily activity confined to the light period compared
with the WT mice (Fig. 6D,F,G). The double knock-out mice
showed greater difficulty to entrain and mask compared with the
WT or the Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/� mice, presumably because these
animals combined a more severe reduction in the number of
ipRGCs with the lack of Opn4 (Fig. 6).

In the PLR test, the Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/� mice, despite the
severe loss of ipRGCs, exhibited surprisingly mild contractile defect
at high irradiance levels compared with the WT (Fig. 7A,B,E). As for
the locomotor activity data, Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Cre mice presented a
more severe defect, likely reflecting the additional lack of Opn4 (Fig.
7A–E), yet Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Cre mice were still able to constrict
their pupil by �40% in response to bright light (Fig. 7A,E).

Although these results are globally consistent with the re-
quirement of ipRGCs and Opn4 for normal non-image-forming
visual functions, the deficits observed in Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�

mice were surprisingly mild given the fact that the number of
ipRGCs in the retinas of these animals is reduced by �93% (Figs.
4, 5). However, the next few experiments (Figs. 8, 9) may be able
to explain these mild behavioral deficits.

Tbr2 � RGCs activate Opn4 on the loss of ipRGCs
The distinct behavioral outcomes in Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/� and
Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Cre mice indicate that there is a small, but
relatively stable (compared with the Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Cre ret-
ina), number of ipRGCs in the Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/� retina. To
investigate the underlying mechanism responsible for the pres-
ence of these cells, we examined Tbr2flox/�:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG (con-
trol) and Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG (mutant) retinas at P30 to
compare their Opn4 and GFP expression. In the control retinas,
the Opn4-expressing cells that were positive for GFP (Fig. 8A,C,
yellow arrowheads) were M1–M3 subtypes (Ecker et al., 2010).
Many of the GFP� ipRGCs that were Opn4 negative (Opn4�;

Fig. 8A,C, green cells not marked by arrowheads) were defined as
M4 or M5 ipRGC subtypes (Ecker et al., 2010). We consistently
found that a small percentage of Opn4� cells were GFP� (1.5 �
0.6 per 0.1 mm 2, n � 4; Fig. 8A,C, white arrowheads). As illus-
trated in Figure 8E and reasoned below, these Opn4� but GFP�

cells were designated as “newly activated” ipRGCs with recently
activated Opn4 but no activated GFP. In the Tbr2flox/�:Opn4Cre/�:
Z/EG control retinas, Tbr2 activated Opn4Cre/�, which produced
Cre and Opn4. Over time, the accumulated Cre activity removed
loxP-flanked �geo (a LacZ and Neo fusion cassette) from the
Z/EG allele to allow eGFP expression. An important determinant
of Cre efficiency is Opn4 promoter activity, which is variable in
different ipRGCs. Therefore, a transitional time window of vari-
able lengths exists between Opn4 activation and GFP visualiza-
tion. Opn4�/GFP� cells were detected in the transitional time
when Opn4-driven Cre was accumulating to an effective level to
activate the Z/EG allele.

The few remaining GFP� cells in the Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:
Z/EG mutant retina did not contain Opn4, as we predicted, be-
cause of the Opn4 Cre-mediated Tbr2 deletion (Fig. 8B,D,F).
Nonetheless, an extensive number of newly activated Opn4�/
GFP� cells (11.8 � 3.1 per 0.1 mm 2, n � 4; Fig. 8B,D) was
detected throughout the entire retina, suggesting that some RGCs
begin to turn on Opn4 expression in the absence of ipRGCs.
Given the stringent requirement for Tbr2 in the formation and
maintenance of ipRGCs (results from Figs. 2– 4), it is conceivable
that these Opn4� cells arose from other Tbr2� RGCs. As illus-
trated in Figure 8F, in the mutant Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG
retina, Tbr2 activates Opn4Cre/� in ipRGCs. Both Opn4 and Cre
are presumably initially produced using the same kinetics. The
accumulated Cre recombinase eventually excises the floxed Tbr2,
leading to Opn4 inactivation and ultimately cell death. Other
Tbr2� RGCs sense the loss of ipRGCs and activate Opn4Cre/�.
Over time, the accumulated Cre activity removed loxP-flanked
�geo from the Z/EG allele to allow eGFP expression. Similar to
the control (Fig. 8E), a transitional time window of unknown

Figure 7. Tbr2 is required for normal PLR. A–D, Representative PLR images of WT control (A), Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/� (B), and
Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Cre (C, D) pupils in response to a 30 s bright light stimulation (0 log Io). Some Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Cre mice (3 of
5) showed an �60% pupil constriction (C), and others (2 of 5) were unable to maintain pupil constriction (D). E, Quantification of
the PLR as a function of light intensity. Data were collected from five animals of each genotype. A two-way ANOVA revealed
significant light intensity (F(7,119) �58.74, p 	0.001), phenotype (F(2,119) �29.64, p 	0.001), and light intensity�phenotype
(F(14,119) �4.75, p	0.001) effects. The maximum constriction was 96.03�1.36% in the WT control mice, 90.22�1.94% in the
Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/� mice, 38.35 � 5.41% in the Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Cre mice, and 87.85 � 0.89% in Opn4Cre/Cre mice. Io � 15
mW�cm �2 white light. Error bars represent SEM.
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length (between Ty and Tz) should be present to detect Opn4�/
GFP� newly activated ipRGCs.

To trace whether these newly activated Opn4� cells project
axons to the same brain areas as native ipRGCs, we created a
Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Tau–LacZ line on the basis of genetic logic sim-
ilar to that used to develop the Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG allele.
In brief, Tbr2-dependent Opn4Cre/Tau–LacZ activation produces
Cre and Tau–LacZ. Accumulated Cre excises the floxed Tbr2
allele, while Tau–LacZ aggregates in cell bodies and processes.
Tbr2 excision leads to ipRGC death. New rounds of Opn4Cre/Tau–LacZ

are activated in other Tbr2 � cells, which leads to additional cell
death and Opn4Cre/Tau–LacZ activation. We learned from the
Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG retina that most Opn4 active cells are
newly activated ipRGCs at P30. Although differences exist be-
tween Opn4Cre/� and Opn4Cre/Tau–LacZ, it is known that a lack of
Opn4 does not cause ipRGC death (Lucas et al., 2003). Therefore,
Tau–LacZ� cells found in the Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Tau–LacZ retina
represent the equivalent population of Opn4� cells in the
Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG retina at the same age described in
Figure 8, B and D. Our results showed that many Tau–LacZ�

Figure 8. Tbr2 � RGCs activate Opn4 on the loss of ipRGCs. A–D, Confocal images of randomly selected regions from Tbr2flox/�:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG control retinas (A) and Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG
mutant retinas (B) at P30, labeled for GFP (green) and Opn4 (red). In the Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG retina, all Opn4 � RGCs were negative for GFP (white arrowheads in B), suggesting that they are
new ipRGCs. C, D, Same images as in A and B, respectively, but showing only the red (Opn4) channel. Note that only two new ipRGCs can be detected in the control retinas (white arrowheads in C),
yet many more new ipRGCs with weak Opn4 expression can be seen in the Tbr2-deficient retinas (white arrowheads in D). E, An illustration of the molecular events in ipRGCs in the Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG
retinas, which are commonly used as WT to trace the morphological features of M1–M5 ipRGC subtypes. In this WT control retina, Tbr2 activates Opn4Cre/�, which produces Cre and Opn4. Over time,
the accumulated Cre activity removes loxP-flanked �geo (a LacZ and Neo fusion cassette) from the Z/EG allele to allow eGFP expression. A transitional time window of variable lengths (represented
by the bracket between T0 and Tx) exists between Opn4 activation and GFP visualization. Opn4 �/GFP � cells are detected in the transitional time and can be identified as “new ipRGCs” because their
Opn4 has been activated but their GFP has not. T0, the time point when Tbr2 activates Opn4 and Cre in the new ipRGCs; Tx, the time point when the newly produced GFP becomes visible. F, An
illustration showing the dynamics of Tbr2-activated new ipRGCs in the mutant Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG retina. Tbr2 activates Opn4Cre/� in ipRGCs. Both Opn4 and Cre are presumably initially
produced using the same kinetics. The accumulated Cre recombinase eventually excises the floxed Tbr2, leading to Opn4 inactivation and ultimately cell death. Similar to the control, a transitional
time window of unknown length (between Ty and Tz) should be present to detect Opn4 �/GFP � new ipRGCs. G–J, Confocal images of Tbr2flox/�:Opn4Tau–LacZ/� retinas (G, I ) and Tbr2flox/flox:
Opn4Cre/Tau–LacZ retinas (H, J ) at P30 had been labeled for LacZ (G, H ) or LacZ and Tbr2 (I, J ). The mutant retinas show many LacZ � cells throughout the retinas. This finding is in contrast to the
Six3–Cre-active region in Figure 2B, which has no LacZ � cells. K–P, Opn4Tau–LacZ ipRGCs from the control Tbr2flox/�:Opn4Tau–LacZ/� and the mutant Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Tau–LacZ retinas project to
identical brain regions in the SCN (K, L), IGL (M, N ), and olivary pretectal nuclei (OPN; O, P). OD: Optic Disc.
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cells were present throughout P30 Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Tau–LacZ

retinas (Fig. 8G,H); as predicted, they were all positive for Tbr2
(Fig. 8 I, J), supporting the hypothesis that additional Tbr2�

RGCs activate Opn4 in response to the loss of native ipRGCs.
More importantly, these Tbr2�/Tau–LacZ� cells projected to
central brain targets that are identical to those of native ipRGCs,
including SCNs, intergeniculate leaflet (IGL), and olivary pretec-
tal nuclei (Fig. 8K–P); thus, these cells are indeed ipRGCs (hence-
forth termed new ipRGCs vs native ipRGCs).

However, it was noticeable that the LacZ signal in the brain
targets of a Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Tau–LacZ mouse is less intense than
those in a control mouse. We believe, in addition to cell loss, one
important reason for such low LacZ signal is that most new
ipRGCs have very low Opn4 promoter activity as indicated by
extremely weak Opn4 labeling in Figure 8, B and D. If this is true,
an anterograde label of ipRGCs should reveal axons that are not
detected using the Tau–LacZ reporter. Therefore, we injected
Alexa Fluor-555-tagged CTB (CTB-555) into the eyes of
3-month-old mutant (Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Tau–LacZ) and control
(Tbr2flox/�:Opn4Tau–LacZ/�) mice (n � 3) and compared their
RGC projections in the SCN. Results showed that CTB-555 signal
covered a much bigger area than did the LacZ reporter in both
mutant and control SCN (Fig. 9), indicating that more RGCs
target to SCNs than those revealed by LacZ reporter. The extra
SCNs coverage revealed by CTB-555 anterograde tracing may
include ipRGCs that have low Opn4 promoter activity and other
Tbr2� RGCs that have projected to the same area.

To further substantiate that the new ipRGCs were pre-routed
to their brain targets but not produced through de novo genesis in
the mature retinas, we conducted birthdating experiments by
injecting BrdU into P23 animals (one injection per day for 5
consecutive days) and concluded that the new ipRGCs were not
born in the adult retina (negative data not shown). Our cumula-
tive results indicate that some Tbr2� RGCs that were initially
lacking Opn4 but projected to the same regions as ipRGCs began
to activate Opn4 expression on the loss of native ipRGCs.

Tbr2 � RGCs serve as a reservoir for ipRGCs
Overall, our data support a model in which many Tbr2� RGCs
have the capacity to activate Opn4 expression and can serve as a
reservoir for ipRGCs. They are pre-established during retinogenesis
and project to the same regions as native ipRGCs. In Tbr2flox/flox:
Opn4Cre/� mutant mice, most native ipRGCs die shortly after
the Opn4Cre-mediated deletion of Tbr2, triggering the activation
of Opn4 in these reservoir Tbr2� RGCs (as illustrated in Fig.
10A,B). If this model is correct, we predict that the number of
Tbr2� RGCs will decline in older Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/� mutant
retinas when the pool of Tbr2� cells decreases because of recur-
ring Tbr2 deletion (Fig. 10B). To test this, we examined retinas
from 7-month-old mice and found that the density of Tbr2� cells
dropped significantly in the mutant mice (8.55 � 2.28% as nor-
malized by DAPI� cells, n � 3; Fig. 10D) compared with that in
the control mice (13.65 � 2.29% as normalized by DAPI� cells,
n � 3; Fig. 10C). Furthermore, 	30 Opn4� cells were found in
the entire mutant retina at 7 months of age (data not shown),
suggesting that Tbr2� RGCs, which can activate Opn4, were
nearly exhausted in the aging mutant retinas.

Discussion
We present an integrated study that combines sophisticated
mouse genetics, single-cell dye filling, and behavior analyses to
demonstrate that Tbr2 is required to regulate the formation and
survival of ipRGCs; this represents the first report of this molec-
ular regulator in conjunction with any known RGC subtypes.
Our study also reveals a previously unknown mechanism
whereby some Tbr2� RGCs, which are pre-established during
developmental stages, can compensate for the loss of native
ipRGCs by activating Opn4. It is known that there is no neuro-
genesis in the WT adult retina (Kiyama et al., 2012). However, the
number of GFP� ipRGCs in Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG control mice in-
creases significantly with age [2028 � 48.1 at P35 (Fig. 3G);
2677 � 55 at 7 months; 2870 at 10 months], suggesting that the
number of ipRGCs can be modulated and that Tbr2� RGCs can

Figure 9. Anterograde RGC axon tracing reveals more axon coverage in the SCN than reported by Opn4Tau–LacZ. A, A section of center SCN from a Tbr2flox/�:Opn4Tau–LacZ/� control mouse that
received 2 �l of CTB-555 in the right eye. A1 shows CTB-555 labeling, and A2 shows LacZ labeling. B, A section of center SCN from a Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Tau–LacZ mutant mouse received the same
CTB-555 treatment as the control. B1 shows CTB-555 labeling, and B2 shows LacZ labeling.
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serve as a reservoir for this task (details described in Fig. 10E). The
number of reservoir ipRGCs is currently unknown. The Opn4-
expressing new ipRGCs in P30 Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/� retinas is
�1840 (Fig. 8D, 11.8 per 0.1 mm 2 � 15.6 mm 2, total area of
mouse retina; derived from Remtulla and Hallett, 1985), which
accounts for �20% of Tbr2� RGCs. Because the upregulation of
Opn4 in reservoir ipRGCs is a continuous process in Tbr2flox/flox:
Opn4Cre/� retinas, more RGCs may also have the potential to
activate Opn4 expression. Supporting this view is the finding that
the SCN of 3-month-old Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/Tau–LacZ animals still
received extensive RGC axon projection (Fig. 9B). Whether these
SCN-projected RGCs are all Tbr2� and whether they all have the
potential to activate Opn4 expression remain to be studied.

The novel concept of reservoir ipRGCs provides mechanistic
explanations of why ipRGCs are more resistant to injury and
mitochondrial optic neuropathies (La Morgia et al., 2010; Sexton
et al., 2012), why the SCN receives projections from RGCs that do
not express Opn4 in rats and hamsters (Gooley et al., 2003; Morin
et al., 2003; Sollars et al., 2003), and why the number of ipRGCs
and Opn4 level can be modulated by light/dark conditions (Han-
nibal et al., 2005; Hannibal, 2006). In addition, the increased
number of GFP� cells detected in older Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG retinas
suggest that Opn4 expression in the ipRGC reservoir likely fluc-
tuates at subdetectable levels. In this reporting system, the fluc-
tuating Opn4 Cre in each ipRGC may activate the Z/EG allele to
turn on GFP when it reaches the threshold level. Subsequently,
the ipRGC will be registered as a GFP� ipRGC in its lifetime,
regardless of its current Opn4 expression level. A plausible expla-

nation for rodents (and perhaps other mammals) developing a
reservoir of ipRGCs is to cope with the need to adapt to the
distinct light/dark regimens in different geographic environ-
ments and seasons and thus reduce the sensory noise for reliable
irradiance detection (Hannibal, 2006; Peirson et al., 2009). De-
spite our speculation, whether this ipRGC buffering mechanism
is used by normal retinas to respond to changes in environmental
lighting conditions remains to be scrutinized.

Consistent with our findings, a recent study using Tbr2–GFP
bacterial artificial chromosome transgenic mice showed that
Tbr2� RGCs primarily project to non-image-forming visual
brain targets (Marsh et al., 2014). Our results are in line with
those of all existing reports except one (eGFP-expressing pseudo-
rabies virus was used for retrograde labeling in mouse SCN; all
SCN-afferent RGCs expressed Opn4; Baver et al., 2008). The dif-
ference is likely attributable to the sensitivity of techniques for
detecting Opn4 expression in separate studies or other unknown
mechanisms that trigger Opn4 expression in virus-infected SCN
afferent RGCs because pseudorabies virus can cause aberrant
gene expression in other regions of the CNS (Taharaguchi et al.,
2003; Ono et al., 2007).

The results of the present study not only demonstrate that
Tbr2 is a key regulator of the formation and survival of ipRGC
but also reveal that retinal neurons have a novel compensatory
response to the loss of native ipRGCs. In addition to ipRGCs,
Sweeney et al. (2014) reported that several subsets of non-ipRGC
exist in Tbr2� RGCs, including CART� (cocaine- and amph-
etamine-regulated transcript-expressing) ON–OFF direction-

Figure 10. A working model of Tbr2 � RGCs as a reservoir for ipRGCs. A, In normal development, Tbr2 � RGCs (represented by yellow circles) appear at approximately E14.5. Many of them begin
to project to SCN, IGL, and olivary pretectal nuclei (OPN) from E15 onward. A few Opn4 � ipRGCs (represented by yellow circles with red rings) emerge from these Tbr2 � RGCs. Tbr2–Opn4 regulation
continues through developmental stages and is maintained in adulthood. B, In Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/� retinas, Opn4-driven Cre deletes Tbr2flox/flox alleles and Tbr2 protein slowly diminishes, leading
to inactivation of Opn4 and finally the death of native ipRGCs. Through an as-yet unclear mechanism, this event triggers activation of Opn4 in other Tbr2 � RGCs that have projected to the same brain
regions during development. These new ipRGCs with newly activated Opn4 repeat the Opn4Cre-mediated deletion of the Tbr2flox/flox cycle until the Tbr2 � RGC source is exhausted, as found in older
animals. C, D, Confocal images of control Tbr2flox/�:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG (C) and mutant Tbr2flox/flox:Opn4Cre/�:Z/EG (D) retinas labeled for GFP (green) and Tbr2 (red) at 7 months of age show a drastically
reduced density of Tbr2 � cells in the mutant retina. This result supports the model that Tbr2 � RGCs can serve as a reservoir for ipRGCs. E, Tbr2 � RGC population in a P30 WT mouse retina. Tbr2 �

RGCs occupy �17.8% of all RGCs. Among them, �21.4% (4 –5% of total RGCs) are native ipRGCs that are detectable by the Opn4Cre:Z/EG reporting system. A currently unknown number of other
Tbr2 � RGCs that project to identical regions in the brain as do the native ipRGCs can serve as reservoir, or buffer, ipRGCs. Additional populations of Tbr2 � RGCs with yet-to-be characterized
morphological features, functions, and central projections (labeled by question marks) may also be present.
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selective RGCs, Cdh3–GFP-labeled RGCs, and Unc5d� (Unc-5
homolog D-expressing) RGCs. Future studies of how Tbr2 specifies
and regulates different aspects of ipRGCs and other RGC types will
provide novel insights into the genetic regulatory networks of RGC
subtype formation.

Whether or not the Tbr2� RGCs are hardwired during devel-
opmental stages and serve only as a reservoir for ipRGCs, how
Tbr2� RGCs activate Opn4 expression in distinct lighting condi-
tions, and whether similar mechanisms are adopted by other neu-
rons in the CNS are all pressing questions that remain to be
elucidated.
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